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Commonwealth Economic Policy and Education

Simon Marginson, Educating Australia: Government, Economy and Citizen 
since I960, Cambridge University Press, Melbourne, 1997

HIS book is the product of a doctoral diesis on ‘Markets in Education’. Its
strengdis include its wealdi of statistics and its thorough scrutiny of docu
ments, Australian and foreign, on economics and educational policy. But 

the scope is not as comprehensive as die dde implies. It is a survey of Common- 
wealdi government policies only. The neglect of policies in the States and Territo
ries, die major providers of school educadon, obscures the varying patterns across 
Australia. Failure to consider die curriculum, exaininadons and assessment ob
scures die effectiveness of educadonal policy.

Though die son of two Old Left Melbourne University Labour Club personali
ties, to whom he dedicates his book, Marginson adopts neidier die interlinking of 
economic, social, political and intellectual arenas (widi an emphasis on die first) 
popular widi die Old Left of die 1940s and 1950s nor die more simplisdc yet pre
tentious interpretations of die New Left of die 1970s and 1980s, widi its heavy die- 
ory, reladvism, and-humanism, and advocacy of white-collar and minority causes. 
This is a post-1987, post-Marxist radicalism. Yet one cannot call it post-modern, 
for Marginson has a consistent set of beliefs: he leans towards die cridcal dieorists, 
die heirs of neo-Marxism. Fortunately, he avoids dieir educadonal jargon.

His views were shaped by a career as a research officer for die Australian Union 
of Students, die Victorian Secondary Teachers’ Associadon and die Federated Aus
tralia University Staff Associadon. Since 1993 he has been Senior Lecturer at die 
Centre for die Study of Higher Fducadon at The University of Melbourne. Mar- 
giuson is one of a new breed of educadonal commentators. They have litde or no 
expertise in teaching in schools or in wridng history' or sociology. Their strengdis lie 
in economics or polidcal science. Bowles and Ginds applied such skills for the New 
Left in Schooling in Capitalist America (1976), Chubb and Moe for die New Right 
in Politics, Markets, and America’s Schools (1990). Marginson first analysed die 
polidcal economy of educadon in his 1993 book, Education and Public Policy in 
Australia. This latest book, like die earlier one, is hosdle to die New Right and 
economic radonalism. Since I^abor is as endiusiasdc as die liberals in applying 
economic radonalism to educadon, die book presents an impression of objeedvity.

The new analysts of educadonal policy bring a new interpretation and a new 
terminology. Social class is no longer a dominant concept. In his Preface, Margin- 
son identifies some major diemes: modernisation (a neutered substitute for 
‘reform’); die educadonal relevance of changing forms of citizenship; ‘die growing 
sophistication of liberal government’ (presumably diis means die use of a bureau
cratic intelligentsia in decision-making); a polidcal economy of competition and 
markets (bringing a shift from public provision to market systems); and die impact
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of this change on ‘participation’ and ‘equity’ (thus accommodating the special inter
est groups or ‘disadvantaged minorities’). He makes the politically correct genu
flection to ‘insights derived from Foucault’ but happily the French savant is thereaf
ter almost invisible.

The introduction takes a sour look at current Coalition education programmes 
and briefly discusses the concept of citizenship. It could well have been omitted. 
Chapter 2 (‘The Expansion of Education to 1975’) examines the growth of Com
monwealth financial commitment with the support of eleven statistical tables (the 
book has 51 such tables; only Chapter 9 has more than Chapter 2).

Chapter 3 (‘The Karmel Report and Educational Quality’) contains some good 
material. Marginson identifies the report as the most influential of all education 
reports in the postwar period. It ‘connected to die radical egalitarian and progres
sivist values of die dme’ (p. 54). Chapters 4 (‘The New Right and Public Policy’ and 
5 (‘Individual and Government’) are heavy widi political economy. They present in 
a complicated way die challenge of monetarism to Keynesian dieory, die rise of die 
New Right, the translation of these new economic dieories into policies in die 
1980s, fiscal policy alter 1975, and die growth of market liberalism. Chapter 6 
(‘The New Right and Education’) provides a critique of die New Right’s view ol 
education in die 1970s and 1980s. Marginson gives two paragraphs to die new edu
cation of die late 1960s and early 1970s which ‘made the work of educational insti
tutions more ambiguous and difficult, problematising the notion of singular aca
demic and behavioural standards’ (p. 129). He looks into the abyss and sees merely 
ambiguity and difficulty.

Chapter 7 (‘Education and National Economic Reconstruction’) brings us to 
die reconstruction of education which started about 1987-88 (Dawkins in Canberra, 
Medierell in Sydney). The rise of die service industries is identified dirough over
seas analyses and confirmed by Australian statistics (Table 7.3, p. 170). The 
growth of die serv ice industries is seen in economic and vocational terms, not in 
terms of changes in social class. After considering overseas documents on eco
nomic rationalism and education, Marginson effectively discusses die Dawkins 
revolution in higher education. But he makes no criticism of die destruction of the 
Colleges of Advanced Education in 1989. He treats changes in school systems in a 
very general way; his f ailure to consider events in at least some of die States deprives 
the book of die benefits of comparison. He discusses die new' vocationalism (p. 
167) without mention of die National Curriculum. ‘Ministerialisation’ is mentioned 
almost in passing but die explanation is myopic. Yes, it was ‘associated widi the im
position of economic agendas and die displacement of die role of die directors- 
general of education by generic managers . . .’ (p. 163). But Ministerial intervention 
was also provoked by die inability of die State Departments of Education to regain 
die controls diey had lost in 1967-74 and by resentment of dieir close affiliation widi 
teachers’ unions. Marginson ably examines die growth of vocationalism, but does 
not mention diat an important reason why die key competencies were embraced 
was to provide an alternative to external assessment, which teachers’ unions op
posed. They also provided employment for die educational bureaucracy.
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Chapter 8 (‘Participation and Equity’) surveys the rising retention rate in 
schools from 1981 (in some cases from 1975) and the growth of higher education. 
Marginson records some important tendencies (for example, the vast growth in the 
number of postgraduate students) with very little comment. He provides a useful 
tabulated summary comparing die expansion of die 1960s to mid-1970s widi diat of 
die 1980s to early 1990s. He describes die shift from ‘equality of opportunity’ to 
‘participadon and equity’ and idendfies a related shift in expectadons among young 
people: ‘official policies designed to transfer students’ ambidons from die labour 
market to furdier educadon had achieved significant success’ (p. 204).

In the dde of Chapter 9, ‘Economic Government in Educadon’, die word 
‘economic’ is used in die sense of ‘cheap’ or ‘efficient’. Rcducdons in state expen
diture was part of die crisis of die welfare state. The chapter roams across die years 
since 1975, disrupdng die sense of historical progression and encouraging a sense of 
repetidon. It would have been wiser to focus on 1987-93. Marginson examines 
Commonwealdi expenditure on higher educadon, the abolidon of free higher edu
cation and die spread of fee-based courses. Alter noting die widespread popular 
preference for private schooling, Marginson states diat diis encouraged die 1993 
‘Schools of die Future’ programme of die Kennett Government in Victoria. He 
suggests die programme was ‘pardy modelled on die Thatcher reforms in Britain’ 
(p. 240). In fact, Victoria owed a great deal to Medierell’s example in New Soudi 
Wales.

The final chapter, ‘Civics, Cidzenship and Difference’, attempts to breathe life 
into die dieme supposedly permeadng the book. A social radonale is abrupdy in
troduced. Disadvantaged minorities, republicanism, die national Hag, land rights 
for Aborigines enter die discourse. Marginson attempts to trace die development 
of civics educadon in die schools; he does not mention die rejection of cidzenship 
by neo-Marxist and neo-progressive educationists in die late 1960s. He presents a 
sketchy history of muldculturalism in die schools: ‘Educators were required to re
negotiate die balance between difference and unity’ (p. 254). Some task! But it 
seems the schools have adopted official ideology. Marginson cites a study of Year 7 
and Year 11 students in Western Australia who, presented with 26 possible attrib
utes of a good citizen, ranked being well-informed about Australia’s constitution 
and Australia’s political system 24di and 25di. Highest support was given to re
specting the rights of odiers and treating people equally regardless of gender, dis
abilities and race. Marginson comments: ‘Given die growing recognition of diver
sity, it could be argued diat die WA students had dieir priorities right’ (p. 255).

Marginson identifies diree unresolved issues in citizenship education: die role 
of history in die curriculum (which provides a chance to condemn John Howard’s 
complaints about ‘black armband’ history); the possibility of a variety of specialised 
state secondary schools (Marginson sees no good reason why community groups 
should not sponsor specialised state schools); and die role of die media in educa
tion. ‘Media, consumption and multi-media had now become die main source of 
civic identity and of understandings of difference’. They encourage a ‘passive con
struction of a globalised self. But formal education has die potential to provide
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‘technological literacy and critical skills enabling students to retain, enhance and 
construct dieir own chosen identities’ (p. 258). The question (says Marginson) is 
whether diese attributes will be monopolised by some students or would be avail
able to all. But personal character, identity, is surely an ideological product based 
on a variety of social forces, such as family, social class, peer group, media, religion 
as well as formal schooling. Let us not overestimate what schools can do.

Marginson touches on die reladonship of government and private schools at 
several places. He believes die 1973 Karmel Report ‘enabled private schools to 
consolidate and strengdien, and pursue dieir social projects widi growing success’ 
(p. 60). As a result, government schools faced ‘increasing pressure from a growing 
range of low cost alternadves’ (p. 65). In fact, die shift of enrolments from state to 
non-state schools which started in 1977 continued despite rising fees. Funding may 
have kept fees a litde lower dian odierwise. A variety of factors encouraged the drift 
to private schools, including religious loyaldes.

Marginson cites Karmel, who sent his own children to private schools: ‘We 
won’t sacrifice our kids to our principles’ (p. 70). He mentions widiout comment 
that many parents had ‘a desire for elite schooling’ (p. 238). The eagerness of La
bor politicians and state school teachers who could afford it to send dieir children 
to private schools suggests they were concerned about die quality of state schools.

According to Marginson, policies primarily intended for die renovation of 
Cadiolic schools ‘were to be used by the Sevendi-day Adventists and die Lutherans 
to set up school systems of dieir own’ (p. 65). He chose bad examples. The Sev- 
enth-day Adventists already had a school system. They initially rejected state aid, 
yet dieir schools increased in number. In 1968 they reluctandy accepted funding 
for capital works, but only in 1983 for salaries. The Lutherans also had a school 
system. This benefited from state aid, but even more from edinic funding, which 
first started in Soudi Australia. In 1981 die Commonwealth set up its Ethnic 
Schools Program. Many of diese edinic schools were also religious schools.

The hall-hearted incursion into die area of private schooling is matched by an 
equally hesitant approach to die curriculum. Marginson identifies diree educational 
currents in die New Right in education. Employers wanted a more vocational cur
riculum; ‘cultural conservatives’ wanted more discipline, tougher selection and tra
ditional values; and ‘market liberals’ wanted economic reforms —  die application of 
private enterprise and free competition between educational institutions. Margin- 
son does not discuss die curriculum changes which had so alarmed die ‘cultural 
conservatives’; he merely provides a succession of New Right complaints tom out of 
context. He expects die reader to accept his assurance that these complaints are 
reactionary, anti-democratic, anti-egalitarian.

Preparing diis book, says Marginson, was a labour of love but ‘a labour that 
makes no financial sense’ (p. xv). It is not, I imagine, for undergraduates; the con
tent is too complex and demanding. But as a scholarly book it will be of use to 
some postgraduate researchers and academics.
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